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NFS AS A USER INTERFACE TO A HIGH-PERFORMANCE DATA SYSTEM

Christ;ma Mercier

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Abstract HPDS General Description

The Network File System (NFS) will be the user HPDS will manage high-performance storage
interface to a High-Performance Data System systems connected directly to a High-
(HPDS) being developed at Los Alamos Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) network.
National Laboratory (LANL). HPDS will Data will be transferred directly between the
manage high-capacity, high-performance storage systems and client supercomputers,
storage systems connected directly to a instead of the traditional method requiring an
high-speed network from distributed intermediary mainframe computer. New
workstations. NFS will be modified to technology, HIPPI disk array systems and
maximize performance and to manage massive helical scan tape systems, will be used to meet

amounts of data. the high-speed, Yast-access, and high-capacity
requirements. The main components of HPDS

Introduction will be the file server subsystem providing the

The High-Performance Data System (HPDS) is user interface, the disk array storage subsystem,
being designed to meet the data storage and managing the HIPPI Disk Array, and the tape
data transfer requirements of the next array storage subsystem managing the tape
generation of large-scale computer codes, system and robots. Each subsystem's software
Currently, large problems t]',at run on will execute in a workstation. HPDS
supercomputers generate f,.om one to ten components are shown in Figure 2.
gigabytes of data. Larger memory
supercomputers and massively parallel This paper focus,._ on the implementation plans
computers will dramatically increase the data for the file server subsystem.
storage and data access requirements,

NFS as a User Interface to HPDSgenerating from tens of gigabytes up to a
terabyte of data. To fully support the next HPDS will be accessed using NFS. The File
generation of supercomputers, it will be, Transport Protocol (FrP) and special
necessary to achieve both data transfer rates commands to support visualization features
and storage capacities of at least an order of and reporting functions will also be supported.
magnitude higher than what are provided by NF_, developed by Sun Microsystems, was
current data storage systems. Experience at selected as the user interface to HPDS because

LANL has shown that a small number of users of its transparent access and availability on ali
use the majority of the supercomputer cycles UNIX platforms. NFS is the easiest and most

executing codes that generate massive amou nts available file system for data sharing between
of data. HPDS will provide data storage for supercomputers and workstations today.
these users. LANL plans to use off-the-shelf Modifications will be made to NFS to maximize
storage servers to satisfy the requirements of performance and to manage massive amounts
the majority of the users. A diagram of future of data. Our planned modifications, combined

data storage services at LANL is shown in with changes already made by the
Figure 1. supercomputing community, will result in a

high-performance NFS.
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Figure 1. Planned Data Storage Environment at LANL.

HPDS File Server performance, will not be degraded when

The file server will receive all NFS commands serving large numbers of users because it will

and notify the storage subsystems of requests only process commands and will not be in the
for file creation, deletion, read, write, and data path. File location will be transparent to

users and may be accessed from any authorizedstatus. Ali other NFS commands and mount

commands will be handled by the file server computer.
subsystem. Read and write commands will

The file server subsystem will consist of a userhave network connection information where
task that combines the NFS and mount daemon

data normally resides, which will allow the
functions together. This task will spin off ten or

storage subsystems to open a raw TCP/IP more tasks to wait for NFS and mount
connection to client computers. Data will be
transferred directly from the storage subsystem commands. Development of a Ltser task will
to the supercomputer. Although the file server eliminate potential impacts to the kernel, ease
subsystem will reside on a workstation,

NEx:; ;_¢;a I lc.ar Intarf_c'a ta = Hi(Th_Parfnr,',an,"a 1"3=_ C.,_.-.-,.. r__,_t. __ ,fw-,
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Figure 2. High-Performance Data System.

the debugging process, and increase portability, contains a directory handle, file handle, file
Performance will not be affected because data is name, bitfile id, server id, and security flags.
not being processed, and the workstation will Tables will be maintained to support the mount
be a dedicated file server, and unmount commands.

The file server will maintain a directory with The file server's interface to the storage
enough i_,formation to handle NFS information subsystems will consist of the file commands
and directory comraands, including lookup, create, delete, store, and retrieve. Upon
getattr, setattr, rename, readlink, mkdir, rmdir, completion of a command, the storage
link, and symlink. This directory will be subsystem will notify the file server so an NFS
maintained by a relational database that will command can be generated and directory
provide easy access, allow new fields to be information updated. Port information will be
added in the future without requiring a rebuild, provided by the client computer to the storage
and provide a reporting capability. The subsystem in the read and write command.
database will have an entry for every file that The NFS commands modified by HPDS are
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4
shown in Figure 3. These commands require processes to reside in the same workstation or
communication with the storage subsystems be moved to separate workstations without
and, in the case of the read and write, will have requiring code modification. The file server
different contents, will also use RPC to communicate with NFS

clients. The actual data transfers, however, will

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) will be used to be raw TCP/IP connections, bypassing RPC
provide the mechanism for HPDS subsystem and its block size limitations.
communication, which will allow subsystem

Storage Subsvtem File Server Subsytem Client

-'_-._ Create (filename, dir, attr)
Create (size, attr)
Status (attr, bitfileid)

Status (filehandle, attr)

-'_-._ Remove (filehandle, dir)
-'_-., Delete (bitfileid)

Status '=
Status "-

_l---Read (filehandle, offset, count, IPadr, portid)
._----Retrieve (bitfileid, offset, count, IPadr, portid)-

Status "_
Attr, .

-.., Write (filehandle, offset, IPadr, portid)
-_ Store (bitfileid, offset, IPadr, portid)

Status "_
Attr v

Figure 3. Modified NFS Protocol Message Flow.
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HPDS Glient Interface further prevent message stream modification

Clients will access HPDS using a modified NFS and data injection. Other modifications may be
or using an HPDS gateway machine, made to prohibit destruction caused by sending
Supercomputers and massively parallel duplicate non-idempotent NFS operations
computers will require modifications to their (those that cause ill effects when applied more
NFS client daemons to maximize performance, than once) to the file server.
These modifications will include NbX3command

delivery using TCP/lP, suppo_ of NFS read Prc,ject Status
and write commands with port information 1_ne HPDS project is in the design phase. The
where data is stored, and use a special raw requirements specification has been completed,
TCP/lp data port that transfers and receives and work on the functional design specification
large blocks of data on a HIPPI network, has begun. A six-month NFS study to

investigate Cray performance and security
• Caching on the client computer will be required issues is almost complete.
to improve performance and to handle
multiples of very large blocks. Modifications Referenc¢8

will be made to the NFS client to store the 1. Juszczak, Chet. 1989. "Improving the
cached blocks in local disk or Solid-State Disk Performance and Correctness of an NFS
(SSD). Server." USENIX.

2. Newman, Clifford, Jeffrey I. Schiller, and
Client computers with an unmodified NFS will Jennifer G. Steiner. 1988. "Kerberos: An

access HPDS through an HPDS gateway. The Authentication Service for Open Network
gateway will break up the large HPDS blocks Systems."
and will modify the protocol to communicate 3. Satyanarayanan, M. 1898. "Distributed
with standard NFS clients. Systems." In Distributed File Systems by

Sape Mullender. New York: ACM Press.
Security 4. Siegel, Alexander. 1991. "Deceit
NbS will require additional upgrades to fill , Architecture." Draft.
security holes. Many of these enhancements 5. Sun Microsystems. 1989. "NF-_ Protocol
are already available in the marketplace. Specification." RFC 1094.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology's 6. Taylor, Bradley, and David Goldberg. 1987.
Kerberized NFS will help solve the user "Secure Networking in the Sun
identifier (UID) problem and authenticate the Environment." Sun Microsystems.
mount session. A secure RPC may be used to
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